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LE CONEDIEN PIEDE.'LIEVRE demande, 
pnnortant 
1-!ais dites-moi, r.ia.1.tro, sans indiscrotion, 
c<tost un peu autobiographique, votre piece? 
.AiITOil!E,· O'clate £.€! ~ 
,I Qualle ideeJ Vous voyez bien que je ne suis 
mortl 
LE COlIBDIEU PIEDZLIEilRE 
Mais le titre "Cher Antoine ou l '.Amour rat~11 ? 
ANTODIB 
Un titre, voila toutJ Tout est purement 
imaginaire, mon cherJ 
-Jean Anouilh, Cher Antoine 1 (Act III, pp. 130-131) 
1Jean Anouilh, Q.h.£!: Antoine .QY: 1 1 .:l~our rate (Paris: La Table 




This examination of plays by Jean .Anouilh will uphold the the-
sis that Anouilh 1s most recent play offers an ovor-a.11 judgrr.ent of his 
own work. Furthermore, while the play itself manages· to be rather 
successful, the conclusion to be drawn from it is that the author has 
failed to attain the success he sought. 
In 9..b.!IT Antoine, which opened October 1, 1969, at the Comedia 
des-. Champs-Elysees in Paris., Anouilh takes. as his subject rnatter one 
of his favorite subjects~playmaking. It is for that reason that .Q!1.E1! 
Antoine strikes us as "autobiographical." Being about a playwright 
and the people involved in production, the play contains un.mistakeable 
autobiographical elements and Anouilh 1s personal attitudes about the 
theatre a.nd the work of playwrights and critics. · 
Anouilh's private life has always remained quite private. He 
once wrote to the critic Gignoux: 11Je n1ai pas de biographie, et j•en 
. 
suis tr~s content. 112 Anouilh went on to give his birthdate~June 23, 
1910, but except for that and a rather general account of his educa-
tion and occupations, he ~ade it quite clear that the rest would remain 
his personal affair. He speaks on this point through the aging actress 
Carlotta in Cher Antoine: 
Cela m•agace, cette mode de maintenant, de s 1interesser uniquement 
2Hubert Gignoux, ~~ Anouilh (Paris: Editions du temps pr~scnt, 
1946), p. 9. 
2 
, 
aux petites choses dos erands hommes, alors quo ce qu 1iler 
ont fait de grand, au fond, tout le monde s 1on moque plus 
· ou moins! Antoine a 6t~ un grand auteur, il a fait de tr~s 
belles pi~ces. Bon. C1est tout. Qu'on las rejouel Le 
reste, on s 1en foutl (Act II, p. 93) 
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Carlotta continues brilliantly in t~is vein and, addressing 
a professor of literature, concludes: 
Racine, c 1est mon dieu~:m.ais si on rotrouvait ses fausses 
dents, vous croyez qve je r::e d~raneerais pour aller las 
voir? Tout ~a, c 1 est des moeurs pour l·~drune Sn.rah Bern-
hardt qui se produit dans des cirques-! C1est du Barnum! 
. (Act II, p. 94) 
It is certainly not the intention of this study to delve into 
~ Antoine seeking to find juicy tidbits and details of the private 
life of the author. Hhat we can eJ..-poct to discover, however, are 
Anouilh's personal views like the one quoted above about the unirnpor-
tance,of the details of an artist's life in compariscnto his creative 
efforts. Anouilh 1s only love affair th~t concerns us is his love 
af.fair with the theatre, and that, in my opinion, is dealt with rath<).r 
broadly in .Q.h!il: Antoine. What we will then be seeking will be Anouilh •s 
personal sentiments expressed on the subject of his own theatre. 
Whenever a literary work is expected to contain "mots d •auteur," 
there is a problem in deterr.ii.ning just which characters are spo1::esmen 
for the author. It is annoying to hear someone say, 11 Sha!~espeare said: 
'l1eitr.er a borrower nor a lender be: for loan oft loses both itself' 
and friend. 1n (Hamlet, I, iii) Those words may express an idea t-rith 
which Shakespeare was in agreement; but the fact rerc.ains: they are 
words spo'.rnn by the conniYing old Polonius, a rather foolish character 
in F.a."'lllet. Consider the folloi.ring quotation: 
Life 1 s but a wal3dng shadow; a poor player, 
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage, 
• 
And then is heQrd no moro: it is a tale 
Told by an idiot, fUll of sound and fu.ry, 
Signify:Lng nothing. 01~cbeth, V, v) 
Did S'hakespeare say that? No, that was Sha1~espeare 1 s 1-hcbeth. · It 
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must be clear that we cannot attribute to tho author the feelings or 
philosophies expressed by all the characters in a play. It is difficult 
to consider even a certain character as his "porte-parole.tt This 
problem, then, will be treated with a great deal of care in the fol-
lowing analysis of~ Antoine. We must be sure to understand always 
just how far a certain character 1 s words may para..Uel the ideas of 
the author. Carlotta's statements; quoted above, for example, about 
the relative unimportance of "des reliques" of authors, seera to be-
speak an Anouilhian concept, yet we are not to take her every word 
as a belief shared by her creator and infer that Anouilh considers 
Ra.cine his "dieun (though there ray be indications elsewhere that 
auttor does indeed hold Racine in high esteem}. 
As we examine Cher Antoine, we will attempt to determine in 
what way each of the r:iajor characters seems to represent.a certain 
aspect of Anouilh. ~·le will be asking: Why has Anouilh chosen to 
write about certain themes and certain subjects? vfua.t does he con-
sider the mission of the playwright, the critic, the actors? What 
have been his aims and goals? Hhat have.been his shortcomingS' and 
failures? 
Cher Antoine, serving as a springboard for a review of 
Anouilh's work, should help to bring to light so~e significant 
answers. 
CF.APTER I 
CHARACTERS IN SEARCH OF AN AUTHOR 
I have come from Pirandello, 
that's all. 'Six Characters 
in Search of an Author. 1 I 
haven't in-vented a thing since. 
--Jean Anouilh1 
1Jean Anouilh, 9nera (Feb. 14, 1951) quoted in John Harvey, 
Anouilh, A Studv in Th_eatrics (Heu York: Uew York Uni"'lersity P:::-ess, 
1964), p. 173. 
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Anouilh is not alone in recognizing his debt to Piraniello. 
One critic has observed: "Anouilh's great debt to Pirandello is in 
the themes that he has adapted and in the Pirandellian flavor of 
. much of his dialogue and at:nosphore. 112 
In his conclusion to Jean Anouilh, ! Studv in Theatrics, 
John F.arvey takes issue with that sfo.te!!lent, seeing Anouilh 1 s themes 
as deriving from Holi~re, H9.rivaux, and 1-!usset. Themes attributed 
to Pirandello, he says, like the relativity of truth, the multiplicity 
of personality, the notion of roles, the divergence between illusion 
and reality, are the traditional the~es of dra.i.1;atic literature. 
Furthermore, he notes a great difference between Pirandello's "meta-
physical meshworktt and nAnouilh 1s intensely alive dialogues." Where 
he sees the i.Jnportance of Six Characters to Anouilh was in "the 
asphyxiation of the well-made play" and "the ascendancy of thea.tre 
itself over the contents of theatre. 113 
As tho first act of Cher Antoine unfolds, we niight indeed 
think of the title, Six Characters in Search of ~ Author, not be-
cause of the dramatic technique that we know Pirandello uses when 
Zrhon:as Bishop, PiranC.ello and the French Theatre (Ue'.oi York: 
Nev York University Press, 1960), p. 118. 
3John Harvey, Anouilh, A Stti.d,Z in Theatrics (New Haven: , The 
Yale Unive:rsity Press, 1964), p. 172. 
6 
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his six characters, having assu..."!led a life of their oi..m, invade the 
. rehearsal of another play obstensibly to find an author who can work 
out their play, but because of the situation in QhQ!, Antoine. In 
tho first act, a number of significant personages in the life of an 
author, Antoine de Saint-Flour, are arriving at his Bavarian chateau. 
It is the beginning of the winter of 1913. The snow is getting un-
usually deep for that time of year, and the little group, called to-
gether for the opening of Antoine's will and concerned with the re-
cent developments of Antoine's life and his accidental death, will 
find itself snowbound. This situation is certain to force confronta-
tions·a.nd the sharing and comparing of observations and feelings about 
the dead playwright. In a sense, the characters are beginning a 
search to know the real Antoine. 
First we meet Estelle, Antoine's present wife, the official 
widow. She had been deserted by Antoine several years earlier, and 
he had never asked for a divorce. Estelle co~es on the scene--it is 
rather splendidly decorated in the baroque style 11avec un exc~s de 
dorure un peu al1.emand11 (Act .I, p. 22)--and with her is 1-::a.rcellin, 
Antoine's doctor and friend of long-standing. The d~cor leads Estelle 
to rereark on Antoine's obsession for acquiring houses~alwa.ys attempt-
ing to solve problems, in family life or love affairs, by means of the 
walls of a new setting. This subject is taken up again with the ar-
rival of Val&rie, Antoine's rather youth.f'ul former mistress, and her 
,, 
daughter, Anemone. 
VALERIE. c•est une maison e:ctraordinairel Et elle lui 
ressemble. Je me dem.ande coment il pouvait, sous t.:i.nt. 
de cl:i.mats differents, trouver toujours quelque chose 
qui lui ressemblat. 
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ESTZLLE, · s~che. Jo suis persuad~e qu 'a:i.n:ant uno La pone, il 
ett r6urrni a faire quelque chose a lui d 'un igloo. Eais 
i1 y a une faille chez moi, je n'ai pas visit~ tous ses 
antres. Vous avez un avantage sur moi, Val~rie: vous 
~tes venue chez moi. Antoine recevait dans les maisons de 
sa fe:n:me. Le petit rendez-vous-de chasse de Soloene 
qu'il avait achetG do votre temps, lui ressemblait aussi? 
Vl1LETIE, netto. H1 ch~re Estelle, rappelez-vous que nous 
sommes convenues, lors de notre r6conciliation, quo nous 
ne reparlerions jamais plus de cela. (Act I, pp. 15-16) 
This gently bitter sword-play betireen the now-friendly ladies con-
tinues as they await the appearance of the draJJia critic Cravatar, 
the Sorbonne professor Piedeli~vre, and Antoine's first wife, the 
actress Carlotta. Antoine's la\;yer informs this group that the uill 
cannot be opened until the arrival of l-hm Duchemin and her son, Alex-
andre, and Hne Staufenbach, the forner Haria Werner. Nme Duchemin, 
Gabrielle, turns out to be Antoine's Latin Quarter lover during his 
youth, and Alexandre is their son. l!aria Werner, whom ~stello dreads: 
to encounter, is Antoine 1s last mistress, the one for whom he had ap-
parently given up Estelle. 
Our interest in this confrontation mounts-, as well as our 
curiosity, in~e that of the characters, as to why they have been 
brought together and whether Antoine's death while cleaning a hunt-
ing rifle ~ad really been an accident. 
One thing readily noticeable is that Antoine has a taste for 
theatrical situations. Like Pirandello (whose name is certainly not 
used in the text, for he had not yet written his major wor~( in 1913) 1 
Anouilh reveals an interest in the process of dramatic creation, just 
by the way that the characters recognize how the dead Antoine seems to 
have written their script. As an example: on hearing the dull muffled 
avnlanche that blocks them in, there is an .exchange of dialogue. 
, 
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CRAVATAR. He bien, cette fois, ra y est, nous sommos coinc~sl 
Antoine 1 1aura reussi encoro une fois, sa fin d 1acte! 
C1est l 1avalanchel (ll hurlo ~ bord do J_n..,yst~rie.) 
C'est d 1un mauvais gout! Ah, l 1affroux th~~tro! 
CARLOTTA, ravie, raide m2J.: sa canne, glnpi~ de ~ voix de 
· fausset. C1est adinirablel C1est du Sardoul (Act I, p. 51) 
The well-made play of Victorien Sardou would, from all indications, 
be the last type of play to have appeal for Anouilh, so in this 
judgment, Cra~ratar is his spokesman rathor than Carlotta. Yet up to 
thi~ point, and indeed through most of the second act, the play that 
Anouilh has written moves rather straightfori<-rardly in the most tradi-
. 
tional way of the most conventional theatre. The exposit5.on is handled 
s~dllfully; interest in the situation is maintained. It is a play 
typical of the "vaudevilles" and 11melos 11 of Antoine. lle are to sup-
pose that Antoine is a Sardou or perhaps a Rostand, and we are reminded 
constantly that Antoine has established the situation and the drrunati§ 
personae. Val~rie re:mar}:s well in advance of the avalanche: 
Je vous ferai remarquer que nous jouons de plus en plus une 
pi~ce d1Ant6ine. Des gens venus de tous les az:i.nuts sous 
un pr~texte fortuit, qui n'ont aucune envie de se fr6quenter 
et qui sont bloques ensemble, par une cause ext6rieure, quel-
que r:art. C1est un vieux true de th6atre qu'il adorait et 
dont il s 1est bcaucoup servi. (Act I, p. 35) 
Cravatar answers her dryly: 
Au moins trois fois •. 11Le Ch~teau au Danemark11 , 11Les Fe.mr:ies 
de Barbe-Bleue 11 , 11Le Pi~ge ''. Ce re sont d 1 ailleurs pas ses 
meilleurs pi~ces! (Act I, p. 35) 
Valerie had said even oo.rlier in the play, at the moment when the first 
wife and the widow were beginning to indulge in a ·1erbal duel: "On 
dirait. que nous jouions une de ses pi~ces! Il adorait ces situations 
de theatre. 11 To that statement, Cravatar had likewise replied: nee 
n1est pas co qu'il y avait de meilleur dans son oettvre. 11 (Act I, p. 29) 
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Ho~ever much the situation may be reminiscent of one of An-
toine's "vieux trues de tlte11tre,n for characters to remark that they 
seem to be participating in a play is a devica often used by Anouilh 
himself. John Harvey has devoted a chapter of his work on Anouilh 
to the playwright's tendency toward this type of self-dramatizing. 
Harvey contends that protagonists in Anouilh's early plays "were so 
obsessed by the theatre that they could be accused of overplaying 
their very existence. 114 That is indeed what Cravatar is criticizing 
in .Antoine's weaker plays, and through Cravatar, Yhat Anouilh is 
criticizing in his oYn. Perhaps by having Cravatar criticize the 
technique, Anouilh feels freer to use it, and he does use it well, 
especially as we near the end of Act I and the lawyer plays a record-
ing of Antoine speaking to each individUc1.l in the assembled group. 
"C 'est la derni~re vilaine f<l.rce que je te fais,n (Act I, p. 58) says-
the squeaky voice from beyond the grave. It co~es from the big cop-
per trumpet of what ue now call an old-fashioned victrola, but which 
at the time of the action was quite an avant-garde instrument,. It 
is this phonograph and, of course, the costu.~es- that serve to sot the 
play in time. Little else would assign the action and dialogue to any 
particular period. 
Listening to the cylinder would ·be_ a rather lengthy session 
were it not enlivened a bit first of all by the lawyer's having put 
on the wrong one. \~hen the right one is being played, it gets stuck 
at a crucial spot-just before it is Cravatar 1s turn to be spo'.-:en to. 
4rrarvey, p. 56. 
To Cravatar, Antoine says·, among other things: 
J 1ai toujours eu un certain :me.uvais go~t--qui a d 1ailleurs 
perdu mon th~atre, n 1est-ce pas, Cravatar? Na.is la vie 
aussi a mauvais go~t, et la mort ••• (Act I, p.61) 
11 
The already buried Antoine looks on life as a grune, a bit of 
theatre. In this regard, he plays a role in somewhat the same way as 
does Becket, to name one of Anouilh's typical self-dramatizing charac-
ters (though one who self-draI:Jatizes to a lesser degree than do che.rac-
ters of earlier plays). Antoine has come to expect himself to have 
r:un certain mauvais golit, 11 just as Becket comes to ex.!,Ject himself to 
have to uphold the honor of God. There are rea.ny others of Anouilh's 
heroes and heroines ~·rho can illustrate for us this type of role-
playing, this sense of theatre or aestheticism, this attitude that 
life is, like theatre, a game. It is the sta.~p of Anouilh's theatre, 
and successfUl as it is in Cher Antoine, it may not always be "ca 
qu 1il y avait de meilleur dans son oeuvre." (Act I, p. 29) 
Besides their theatricalism, ttere are other parallels between 
Antoine and Anouilh. There is, for example, Antoine's tendency toward 
repeating hL~self, as in using the same theatrical tricks three tin:es. 
Just as it could be said that Antoine revealed something of himself' in 
all his houses in no matter what cl:L"llate they were located~ it could 
be said of Anouilh that he transforns all subject I!l::!tter into some-
thing that is especially his own. Sstelle says htlI:lorously that were 
Antoine to have tn..~en as his mistress a Lapp, he would have succeeded 
in making somathing of his own of an igloo. il11ost as comical is 
Anouilh's Procrustean tendency to fit a historical figure, or a con-
temporary heroine, or a character from classical antiquity, all into 
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the so.me mold. For·instance, the critic Leonard Pronko says that 
Anouilh drar.;.atizes the same problem in the plays L1Er:mino, J6zabel, 
_La Sauvage, and Eurydice. After analyzing the four plays, he con-
eludes: 
Once again we see the "sticky" quality of the past--:ma.n 
trapped in the net not only of his past actions, but also 
of his p3st experiences. This was the important elenent 
in separating Frantz from Honime, H?..rc froI:J. Jacqueline, 
and Th~r~se from Florent. l!ow it separates: Eurydice from 
Orphee. But it is important to note that in this instance 
the two lovers come from similar backgrounds; the chasm 
that separates poverty from wealth does~not separate Orph~e 
from Eurydice. The past is. sufficient .... 
Pronko observe·s a sa.'11eness in Orphee, Antigone, and :t-:e'ae'e, and Jean-
nette of Roneo ot Jeannette, saying that they "all say no, not only to 
reality, but to life itsolf. 116 They reject life 11for it will sully 
the pristine purity of their true 1 selves·. rn7 
While PronI:o taJces great delight in seeing Anouilh use the 
se.me themes repeatedly, Paul Surer criticizes· the playwright adversely 
for such repetition. Surer states: 
Le reproche le plus grave que 1 1 on puisse;: a.dresser ~ cette 
oeuvre touche a la relative monotonie de ses sujets: denuis 
ses debuts ala sc~ne, Jean Anouilh a tendance a creuser; 
; / " ·' ~ . avec une etonnante 1'.)erseverance, les menes problvtle$;il redonne, 
inlassablement, les morce~ux qui ont fait son succ~s: il 
nous a tout dit, se~ble-t-il, sur ses fantoches et sur ses 
heros; sur l'importance de la question d 1argent; sur 1 1in6vi-
table f~iJJ.ite de 1 1arnour ••• Aussi a-t-on 1 1 imoression ou 1il 
,, 1 " . "t . / ' . !... .-... evo ue anns un univers un peu e rique: comme a c1;a.que piece 
nouvelle, sa tech'.'.ique gagne en ma.1.trise, il arrive a doriller 
le ctange Sn brodant de brilliantes vnriations sur des the~es 
connus ••• 
5Leona::..-d Cabell Pron!-rn, The ":·:orld of Jean Anouilh (Ber!:eley: 
University of California Press, 1961), p. 24. 
6Ibid., p. 34. 
7 Idem .. 
$ · /~ · t · ( .... r· s ?aul Surer, 1.e, Il:c>.t'Y'fr frnn_r.s, S. go;; ?TIQ_or~n.n ra. is: o-ci~t& d'Ecition et d 1 2~~eigne~ont su;e;ieur, 1964), pp. 299-300. 
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That Anouilh is reflecting this type of criticism, in a light 
vein, in that chatter of Val~rie 1 s and Estelle's about tne decoration 
of Antoine's houses, is doubtlessly open to question. Yet the fol-
lowing segment of dialogue relates clearly to this point. 
PIEDELIEVRE (a Cravatar). • •• Je sais bien que vous ~tes le critiqu 
plus exoeditif de Faris~et que c'est ce qui a fait votre 
autorit~--ma.is les hotTes sont des an:i.maux singuliers, Cra-
vatar, qui ne se laissent pas mettre en forsule aussi facile-
ment quo les auteurs. Sous sa legi3retG apparente, Antoine 
~tait un hon:rrne assez nyst~rieux. 
CRA.VATAR. Il n 1 y a rien ~e plus I!".yste;::ieux quo les gens qui 
n'ont pas erand-chose a dire. (Act I, p. 42) 
Once again it is Cravatar, the drama critic, who seems to rGpresent. 
Anouilh's critical side, who touches the heart of the matter. Is 
Cravatar 1s statement possibly directed at Anouilh himself? At least, 
it is an echo of the criticism Surer leveled at Anouilh 1 s thematic 
paucity. 
The view that Cravatar represents Anouilh's critical side 
results from attempting to imagine how a playtiright works. Later, in 
Act III of Cher Antoine, Anouilh will turn to one of his favorite 
devices-the play within the play, and we shall see a playwright:at-
tempting to direct character.s in a rehearsal of his own play. The 
playwright comes to the realization that the characters, as he has 
created them, are to some extent reflections of himself: that is, 
that he projects something of hinself onto them. In this Pirandellian 
situation, the play being rehearsed is a replay of Act I, the playwright 
happens to be Antoine, and his discovery is noted as follows: "On ne 
conna~t les autres que par l'id~e qu1 on se fait .d'eux." (Act I, P• 58) 
At anotr.er point, he says: 11La vieille co:r::~dienne: c 1est moi! 11 (Act III, 
p. 130) in speaking of the role "CARLOTTA" as he has written it. 1'!y 
~ personal \Tiew is that Carlotta reflects Anouilh 1 s theatrical side. 
At various times in Che~ Antoine, characters speak of An-
toine 1s gentlGmanly side or Jewish side or farce-loving nature, and 
that to me promotes the consideration that the characters of the play 
appeal to different facets of Antoine 1s personality and by extension 
represent:. different aspects of Anouilh's creative effort. As· Carlotta 
stands for his theatrical tendencies, quite naturally, and Cravatar 
readily represents his inclination to be critical, Estelle embodies 
his clever side, bitter and sarcastic: she says that she has been 
working at "m6chancet,." (Act I, p. 19) Val~rie plays rather liehtly. 
It is she, therefore, who stands for a kind of 11d~sinvolture11 on the 
part of the author. She says of Antoine, whose works she admits to 
having studied little, that he thought ho had the right first of all 
to amuse himself. "C'~tait son cBt~ gentilho:rrar.e, 11 she says. 
Il disait que la litt~rature, quoi qu 1on pense, ne v~lait 
_pas autre chose que le divertissement d'un moment. Il disait 
que c'etait aussi 1 1avis de Ra.cine. (Act I, p. 36) 
Finally, Piedelievre, Antoine 1s oldest friend, personifies the author's 
sentimental side. Piedeli~vre defends Antoine against bad criticism, 
and he does point out that Antoine alriays considered Crav-atarJs uncom-
plimentary critiques of his plays as indispensable to "la sant6 du 
th~~tre fran9ais. 11 (Act I, p. 45) PiedelieYre·, in a typically senti-
mental approach, insists on the importance of the author's past life 
to his works. Significantly, it is Piedeli~vre 1 s evaluation of An-
toine, applicable to Anouilh, that is most complitlentar.r. Piedeli~vre, 
not understanding Antoine's penchant for theatrical tricks, is impressed 
, 
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by his "excellent dialogue, net, sans bairures. 11 He praises "la 
v6rite de ses sentiments, 11 mentioning that his play 11Andrornaque11 
is studied in universit~es in Germany and in America. 11 Nourri de 
culture classique," says Piedeli~vre of Antoine, "il n 1appreciait 
rien ••• tant que la nudit~, 1 1unit6, le style."(Act I, p. 36) 
This statement points to another parallel to be drawn l::e-
tween Anouilh and Antoine, for like Antoine, and like other modern 
French playwrights such as Gide, CoctGau,Giraudou:x:, and Sartre, 
Anouilh has been profoundly influenced by tho subject matter and 
themes of classical drama. Three of his major works come to minl 
i.rm;iediately: ilirvdice (1941), Antic;one (1942), and l~edee (191~6). 
In a recent study of classical subject matter in tuentieth century 
plays, Hyth Q!! the 1.fodern Stai::;e by Hugh Dic..~inson, a chapter is 
devoted to Anouilh and the discussion of those three plays. Bear-
ing out something of what vras said earlier about Anouilh's tendency 
toward repetition of certain ideas, Dicl:inson reaches the following 
conclusion: 
Anouilh, although he dramatizes three of the best-knoivn 
stories of classical mythology, changes soim element in 
each to nake all three express his obsessive themes or 
Innocence and 2xpcrience, the assertion of one 1s "purity" 
in an absurd corrupting world.9 
Leonard Pron.~o, writing almost a decade earlier, had remarked that the 
central figures of these classically oriented plays see life as a 
corrupting force. The ideal love of Orph~e and Eurydice cannot 
endure, for the past hangs too heavily over Eurydice. Antigone must 
9Hugh Dic'.dnson, Evth Q!} the Hoc1ern Sta:,;e (Chicago: University 
of Illinois Press, 1969), p. 338. 
say no to life. She will not accept the compromise of Creon to 
who:ra she says: 
Je ne veux pas ~tre modeste, moi, et 
petit Mo~ceau si j 1ai 6t~ bien sago. 
de tout aujourd 1hui et que cola foit 
quand j'~tais petite~-ou mourir. 0 
me contenter d'un 
Je veux ~tro sfu.o 
aussi beau que 
Even H~d6e is seeking a "purity" of the self. She gives herself to 
evil, ·rinding her real self, says Pronko, and she breaks all ties 
with Jason by :murdering their children, who are tho living sy1abols 
of "hor compro:raise with Jason. 11ll Jason, like Gr~on, is willing 
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to forget the absurdity of the world, as Anouilh sees it, and accept 
"the world of pettyhappiness. 1112 Through the recreation of these 
Greek stories, Anouilh has created what Profil;:o terms a "personal 
mythology;'" and what Dickinson describes as the "obsessive myth 
of Innocence and Experience" that Anouilh redra":latized in all of 
his own plays even prior to those dealing with Greek myths. 
. . ~ ..... 
In Cher Antoine, Cravatar is interrupted just as he is about 
' -
to say something critical of Antoine's masterpiece "Androrr:.aque." It 
is at that point that Piedelievre ma2~es his general statement about 
Antoine's appreciation of classical culture, a statement that has the 
same ring as one of Pronko's about Anouilh: 
The classical spirit is evidenced in the simplicity of 
action, the unity of plot, a harmony in the ideas ex-
pressed and their means of expression, and the use of 
myth.13 · 
lOJean Anouilh, Antigone (Paris: La Table Ronde, 1946), p. 97. 
llp , ron,-::o, p. 32. 
p. 21.3. 
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If Piedolievro's and Pronko 1s judgl!lents be deemed valid, then 
both Anouilh and Antoi~e appreciate nothing quite so much as "la nudite, 
1 1unit~, le style." (Act I, p. 36) There is certainly a great deal to 
ro.nke one think that Piedeli~vre 1 s critique of Antoine could be ap-
plied to Anouilh~ As a classic example, Anouilh's Antirone is ex-
pected to bo staged as a unit without intermission, in tuxedos and 
evening dresses or perhaps in everyday dress. The Chorus is played 
by one actor who ex:;>lains what we are to see performed; thus there is 
no suspense, except in seeing how the tragody will be played out. Be-
cause of the absence of scenery, the simplicity of the costumes, and 
the el:inination of suspense in regard to plot,-what is there to be 
appreciated but the style? Of course, the style is the new interpre-
tation of Sophocles' .story. The young girl, who in Sophocles-' play 
sacrificed herself to support a Higher Law against the Law of the 
State, is in Anouilh's play a girl who really has no cause. Creon 
reveals the meaninglessness of her actions by convincing her that the 
brother she has buried, according to religious custom but in opposition 
to his edicts, is not worthy of her efforts-. Moreover, Creon is will-
ing to allow her to escape punishment for her rebellion against the 
State. Nevertheless, Anouilh's Antigone is bbund to die as the Cho-
rus has told us she would and as the playw:right has clearly indicated 
she would, for she is against conpromise, untrilling to accept- any-
thing but an ideal existence. By lini.iting the action and the diction 
and the production to bare essentials, Anouilh gave a universality to 
his play that was classical. 
Spectators who saw Anti~one_in Paris during the German occupa-
, 
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tion were almost certain to identify the heroine with tho forces of 
resistance, and though we can say that such was not the intention of 
tho author, since Antigone bears a great deal of similarity to earlier 
heroes and heroines, still the interpretation is ·.permisnible, because 
the outlook in either case was a heroic stance in a pessinistic 
situation. In addition, we can see operating the. "less-is-more prin-
ciple." Because of its very si.r:i.plicity and unity, a work that is time-
less and universal offers many valid interpretations and can have a 
quite specific application. Even in ancient times, Greek plays were 
airred at specific political problems.14 That is, of course, why the 
redra.ma.tization of Greek plays can have contemporary political signi-
ficance and yet have lasting appeal. Anouilh has achieved just such 
a btlance in Antigone and that is why it will continue to be studied-
like Antoine's "Androi!B.que"-in universities in .America. and Europe .. 
In t~is chapter, we have seen that the playwright, Antoine, 
of Anouilh's play bears striking resemblance to Anouilh hinsolf. Both 
have been influenced by classical culture and, for that reason, vrrite 
a clear, succinct dialogue and well-wrought, unified plays. At the 
sar.:ie time, both playwrights have a bent for theatricalism--for Anouilh, 
this thea.tricalism :manifests itself in self'-drrunatizing characters, 
conscious that they are playing roles and are involved in theatrical 
situations; for Antoine, the love of the theatrical situation is so 
great that he has cre:ded one to take place at the opening of his own 
will. Both playwrights treat theatre as a kind of game, and there is 
a constant comparison of life and ~heatre. Host significantly, for 
14Gilbert Hig".let, 11 The Reinterpretation of tho Eyths, 11 Yirginia 
Quarterly Review, A.N (1949), 104. 
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the purpose· or this paper, both playwrights, the real one and his 
fictional counterpart, despite obvious dramatic talent, are tareets 
of adverse criticism for having reduced their message to a rather 
simple formula that is· repeated again and again in various settings. 
CHAPTER II 
LE RETOUR EU ARRIERE 
ANTOHIE 
Ce que les prof esseurs·, qui savent tout, ne 
sauront jarr.ais, Piodeli~vre, maler~ toutes leurs 
nuits blanches, ce sont les secrets de la cr~a­
tion. Hoi qui suis du m~:rc.e m&tier que Holiere-
toutes proportions gardees--je puis vous le dire: 
on 6crit toujours co qui va se passer et on le 
vit ensuite. C1est dans la joie fragile de sa 
lune de miel quo l·~oliere a v~cu la premiE)re tra-
hison d 1.Amande. 
Alors, c 1est tout s:L~plel P.aconte-nous ta 
prochaine piece que nous sachions ce qui va se 
passer! 
ANTOINE 
J 1en ai trouv~ le sujet ca matin, en me reveil-
lant quinquae~naire ••• Un homme vient de mourir-
n1ayant pas tr~s bien v~cu, n 1ayant pas donne beau-
coup et n'ayant pas re~u beaucoup non plus~tant 
, t" '/'>.; passe en somme, peu -etre par sa faute, a cote de 
1 1amiti5 et de 1 1amour. Le jour de 1 1enterrement, 
tous les ~ersonnages de sa vie se rctrouvent, apres 
le c:L-r:dtiere, pour le petit' repas traditionnel 
dans sa maison--ce sont des moeurs de canpagne, 
mais;admettons qu 1il soit mort a la canpagne• Et· 
ils font un bilan, de lui et d'euxo C1 est tout. 
Ea.is- ce sera assez comique. 
{Act II, p. 114-115) 
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In Act II of Cher Antoine, Anouilh uses a technique employed 
several ti!nes in earlier plays--the flashback. Of course, for people 
accustomed to movies, the flashback is quite commonplace. Used much 
earlier by Sartre in Les l·~ins Sales- (1948), "le retour en arri~re" 
is a technique employed by Anouilh in two Ir.aJor works, L'Alouette 
(1952) and Becket (1958), both plays based on history. Of course, 
we can expect Anouilh to use repeatedly any successful device; yet 
there are two other reasons why his use of the flashback is to be 
expected. First of all,. it is the most natural kind of technique 
to be employed by a self-announced disciple of Pirandello. ·Secondly, 
Anouilh's characters-, as Harvey describes them, frequently turn in-
ward, searching for drB.I"'....a in their dreams- and memories, and "they 
find it in a number of little scenes, which they may never play out 
but which they narrate with enviable facility, terseness, and piquan-
, 
cy of detail."-'-
Before seeing how Anouilh uses the flashback in Cher Antoine, 
let us consider his earlier uses of this technique. L'Alouette con-
cerns the trial of Jeanne d 1Arc. As the setting, like that of Antigone, 
is to be "un d~cor neutre, 11- it is possible to replay all the important 
events in Jeanne's life during the course of the trial. }lemories are 
1 Harvey, p. 101. 
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evo~ced, time sequences are shifted, every event is felt to be in tho 
p~esent. By clever changing of lights, the play proceeds smoothly 
and the illusion is sustained; at the same time, we are consta~tly 
reminded that the individual scenes of Jeanne's life are being re-
played just as in theatrical productions. The only difference be-
tween the use of the flashback in L'A.louette and its.use in Anouilh's 
other historical play, Becket, is that in L'Alouette the scenes are 
not in chronological order. 
Bec1rnt opens sorc.etim.e after the Archbishop's murder. l\.ing 
Henry II, doing penance at Becket's tomb, is having himself flogged. 
This scene frames the action which explores the personal relationship 
between Henry and Becket. The story that is replayed is designed to 
be the unfolding of Henry's mind. One critic points out the incon-
sistencies· of this approach, for some of the scenes are outside of 
Henry's consciousness2; still, the device wor1cs satisfactorily. Once 
again, Anouilh uses it to make spectators more willing to suspend dis-
belief. After all, if the play itsel.f reminds those in attendance 
that they are in the theatre, it will not have to counter any resis-
tance on the part of those who would normally be reminding the:msel ves· 
that they are watching ma~e-believe. 
In ~ Anto~ne, the flashback is so cleverly introduced that 
it rr11y very well ta!ce us by surprise. It gives a sense of rr.ysterious-
ness to the play, leaving one to wonder whether the reliving of the 
moment had not indeed actually ta'.:en place in the lives of all involved. 
2na.rvey, p. 97. 
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Whereas in L'Alouette and Becket the flashbacks remind: us that we are 
in the theatre, this one brings us from theatre to lif'e. Up unt:iJ. 
the flashback, the characters have been remarking all along that 
they seem to be participating in a play by Antoine. Only a mooent 
before it, in the midst of a long speech, Carlotta says, ''La pi~ce 
estc jou~e." (Act II, p. 102) Her statement refers to the fact that 
Antoine 1 s. affair with l~ria is over and done with, but it is also 
highly sttggestive of the new turn that the play is about to take. 
Ironically, it will bring back to life our dear Antoine, parallel-
i th • A t I h 111 ;' . d . / la ng . e scene in c w ere e genie mo erne • • • a si.ipprme 
mort" (Act I, p. 55) by means of the phonograph. 
Throughout a large portion of Act II in ~ Antoine, Piede-
li~re, Gabrielle, }hrcellin, Carlotta, Cravatar1 and Estelle con-
sider the various loves of Antoine. Love, in Cher Antoine, as in 
other plays by Anouilh, is an important theme. Related to the 
question of love is the unansuered question raised in Act I (p. 40) 
as to why Antoine would have, three years earlier, separated him-
self from those who loved him, to come to settle finally in a 
mountain retreat in Bavaria. In attempting to answer that question, 
Piedeli~vre, considering the author's past, had spoken in Act I of 
Antoine's childhood attachment to a Bavarian maid, Frida-a kind of 
mother-st1bstitute. Now, in Act II, it is revealed that Frida is the 
old servant at the chateau. Sstelle is quite surprised and upset to 
learn from the lawyer that Antoine originally arrived at the chateau 
al.one. He had not brought his last mistress: with him, as she had 
imagined.- Suffering a great blow to her pride, she discovers that 
,. 
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Maria, whose departure had apparently led Antoine to a morbidly lone-
ly state and suicide, was Frida's niece, hired to help out with the 
household chores· .. 
The discussion centers on this new information: Carlotta is 
attempting to give Estelle a philosophical perspective on the situation, 
when Earcellin begins to recall.an evening just prior to Antoine's 
leaving for :Bavaria. :r-:a.rcellin 1s recollections lead into the flash-
back that is to explain why Antoine went to Bavaria. Narcellin describes· 
Antoine's fiftieth birthday celebration, which also feted the fi~ieth 
perforrr_,ance of his play, 11~e Blanche. 11 Telling about the occasion, 
}hrcellin remarks that everyone presently in Bavaria was there that 
night except An~mone, and at that moment, she is not in the room but 
-
outside hiking in the snow with ile.xandre. Then, Ma.rcellin changes 
his mind. He remembers that An~mone was out in the garden with a young 
man. He specifically recalls how Val~rie had ma.de a little scene when 
An~mone had co:r.e in. Harcellin even repeats Anemone 1s·exact words 
on entering: 11ll fait un froid divinl" (Act II, p. 106) As the 
description of this past moment continues, An~mone does enter, and 
she does say, "ll fait un froid divinl" The transition to the past 
is easily modula~ed, for the ensuing conversation at first seems to 
be exactly what it would have been in the present, and Antoine, who 
has materialized, is brought effortlessly into the situation. 
Despite the fact that he is in the scene, he still does not 
contribute much to the conversation. He is rather melancholy: the 
only present that he wants for his birthday is one year less, he says. 
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He is not happy about eLl.barking on a new decade of existence., When 
it is suggested to him that he might yet produce masterpieces, he 
points. out that the great playwrights, Shakespeare, Holi~re, and 
Racine, had ceased their literary efforts by the time they had 
reached his age. With a slight nod to humor, he acl:nowledges·, 
however, that he is not comparable to those masters. 
Yet the little that Antoine says and tho way that this act 
ends demand a certain amount of consideration. First of all, when 
-Piedeli~vre explains that he rna.kes his students see how an author's 
,, 
life is reflected in his later wor3'.:s, Antoine counters that the work 
is written and that life will then i.mitOLte tl:Ie work. His statement 
to this effect has been presented as the epigraph to this chapter. 
By.it, Antoine reveals something about the process of artistic· ere-
ation--especially that the secrets of creation are hard to know. 
·Thinking that the work influences· the life lived later, Antoine is a 
typical Anouilhlian character. We saw in some of Anouilh's earlier 
works' that a character like Th~r~se of La Sauvage or Eurydice 'Wit~ Or:eh~e 
was burdened, even i.mprisoned, by the inescapable past. The past, 
h~~ever, is not all that can.dominate a character's life and determine 
his course of action. Any powerful vision can. Harvey has expressed 
this idea in the following manner: 
Throughout the plays-and Anouilh has shown remarkable consis-
tency here~it is not violent actions which in turn precipitate 
violence and prod the characters on to pex<s of enotion; it is. 
instead a mental bage which motivates them: the dream of a Per-
fect love, a ran!ding :r.enory, the ant5.cipation of a joy that Will 
never be, the hallucination of an unbearable horror. A clirnar~ay 
be assiduously and logically p~ep~red, but it is invariably trig-
gered by a precise vision in soneone's n.ind.3 · 
31bid., p. 125. 
• .. 
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. What was the vision of the future that was haunting Antoine on his 
fiftieth birthday? It was the vision of his own death and the final 
balance sheet to be worked out by his friends at his funeral. 
According to l-~rcellin, Antoine was asking a question of 
everyone by his moody detach..nent from them on that. last evening that 
they all saw him. That question was, "H'aimez-vous?" And that line 
is given emphasis. It is the closing line of Act II. As a curtain 
line, it is hardly what can be called suspenseful. If action be 
desired, that ending does not pro:oise it. In fact, at that point in 
the play, there is no reason to have any idea what will occur in the 
next tuo acts• :·rnat then is to hold our interest? There are all 
the still unanswered questions that have been raised about life and 
love and playwrighting. The play promises to be 11une sorte de pi~ce 
russe, 11 (Act II, p. 115) without action, just as Antoine had promised 
his new play would be. Furthermore, Anouilh's play Cher Antoine is 
apt to offer what Antoine has said his "Cher Antoine ou l'Amour rat~" 
"Would offer: 
Il pourrait y avoir un certain nombre de choses dreles· 
et quelques- inventions· de the~tre·, un peu gratuites com:::ie · 
j'ai la faiblesse de les ainer ••• (Act II, p. 116) 
There are sure to be other theatrical devices on the order of the 
previously used flashback. 
We know for certain now that both Anouilh and Antoine have 
written a .Q.b.fil: Antoine. He knol·r, too, that Antoine desires to find 
out how he is to be judged. His 11H' ai..c.ez-vous?l is said to be the 
question asked of everyone by Nozart, "qui n'avait pas grandi lui 
non plus. 11 (Act II, p. 119) That is 1·urcellin 1 s interprota~ion, and 
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it indicates that the interrogation means: 11 Do you like my work?" 
Because·or the other parallels between the actual author and his 
inaginary counterpart, it is reasonable to assume that ~\nouilh is 
asking the srune question, and one further question that they both 
definitely deal with is the failure of love--a theme that Anouilh 
was criticized for overdoing long before he wrote ~ Antoine .Q1! 
l'Amour rat~. This theme is touched upon throughout the play by all 
of the characters, and it is to be considered: in some detail in 
studying Act III~ In concluding this chapter, therefore, it is 
appropriate to quote a statement that Antoine makes to A.n~mone near 
the end of Act II. This statement shows: that Antoine and Anouilh, the 
creator of so :many youthful heroines, have similar attitudes to"ETa.rd 
love and its elusiveness: 
Tu es ce qu 1on r~ve toujours de conna~tre. Tu es 1 1il-
lusion de 1 1runour. 1'2.is tu as seize ans: c 1est co:rnme 
si je me mettais a aimer la forne d'un nu.age, au bord 






••• Vous connaissez vos personnages ••• 
vous connaissez la situation ••• Ce n 1est 
pas autre chose, que diable, le thelltrel 
Une situation et des cnract~res· e~ apr~s 
on parle: voil~ tout! Et au bout d 1u.ne 
heure ou d 1une heure et quart, on fait 
un entracte et on vend des bonbons dans· 
la salle ••• (Act III, p. 161) 
A review of Cher Antoine calls the play snail-shaped: 
..... la pi~ce ne se d(roule pas, elle s 1 e nroule • • • 111 So far as n 
theme is concerned, this description is accurate, to a certain point, 
and especially in light of what happens· in the third act. Yet the 
action of the third act is not clearly a continuation of the actions 
of Acts I and II. In some ways, it stri~.-:es us as a new beginning, 
a new play. 
llhen the third act opens, it is summer at Antoine's chateau. 
Frida is welcoming characters who are familiar to us. They are actors 
and actresses bearing great si.r>...ilarity to the individuals ~rhoo we 
have met in the first part of the pl~y. They have come to rehearse 
Antoine's new play. Having already studied the script, they offer 
criticism of it and ask each.other questions about it prior to An-
toine's entrance. For ex.ample, the very experienced Com~die-Fran-
caise actor Grossac, who is to play Piedeli~vre and is called Le 
) 
Comedien Piedeli~vre, has this to say about the new work: 
- C'est dementl Je ne sais ce qui lui a pris d' ·~crire- une 
fadaise pareillel Ot'l. est 1 1 auteur de n1a Drune Blanche11 ? 
Je cor.iprends maintenant son silence. C1est un hom:rre vide, 
voila toutl {Act III, p. 122) 
1Robert Kanters, "L'Amour rate reussit ~ Anouilh,tt ~ress, 
No. 962 (6-12 Octobre 1969), 52. 
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The actors and actresses recognize the work as a flop, but tl"~ey still 
see that it nay be expressive of 11la nouvelle vague11 (Act III, p. 124) 
that may be leading the theatre to lose its public. 
Antoine's arrival brea...~s up the discussion. The playwright 
greets the group, and then makes the following re:r,.arks: 
Ah! qu 1on est bien dans les couJ.isses, entour~ de com~diens! 
Croyez-moi, il n 1y a que la qu 1il se pa~se quelque ch9se ••• 
Quand on met le pied dehors, c 1est le desert~et le desordre. 
La vie est decid~ment irr~elle. D1abord elle n'a pas de forme: 
personne n1est sur de son texte et tout le monde rate toujours 
son entr~e. Il ne faudrait jamais sortir des th~itres! Ce sont 
les seuls lieu..~ au monde ou 1 1aventure humaine est au point. 
(Act III, pp. 127-128) 
In this act, during the discussion preparatory to the re-
hearsal, during the rehearsal itself, and during an improvization 
i la Co:rr.nedia deD. 1 arte, Antoine makes a number of statements: along 
thet;line. He shows an intense love of theatre. 11Rien n1est impos-
. sible au th~atre," (Act III, p. 155) he says, and also: "Hors des 
planches; point de salut. 11 (Act III, p. 143) ':-Jhen the actors are 
surprised to learn that their performance uill be for Antoine's 
"satisfaction solitaire,"· Antoine tells them: "Ce n1est jamais· 
pour autre chose· que pour sa satisfaction solitaire qu'on e'crit. 11 
(Act III, p. 158) He gather well-enough the idea that for Antoine, 
like Anouilh, "the meaning of theatre lies in its nature as 'play,' 
that s:iln.ple game of pretending that we all loved as chilciren. 112 
The 11 jeu" invol~es' establishing characters, putting them in a situ-
ation, and then letting them talk. Having outlined the game in such 
a way, Antoine, toward the end of Act III, calls on the characters to 
2rrarvey, p. 5. 
, 
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liberate themselves from his manuscript: he will play dead and they 
will come to play their final respects. There is a great deal of 
humor in this scene. Si.!!lilarly, there is a light comic element 
in what we might call the "instant replay~ of ·the opening sequence5 
of Act I, with Antoine as director constantly interrupting to change 
names and hide specific autobiographical allusions. Still, for all 
the fUn it offers in the play-acting of rehearsal and the improv:i.sa-
tion when Antoine plays dead, this act reveals a very deep sadness• 
Clearly, we have an example of what Surer calls Anouilh's remarkable 
ability to effect a 11m~lange du comiqua et du tragique •. 113 F3ecause 
Anouilh has categorized a nTu11ber of his plays "rose" and "noir" ac-
cording to whether they are comic or tragic, we can also call this· 
Anouilh:ian trait an intermingling of 11 rose11 and nnoir."4 
The "noir" in this act fully emerges as the ingenue begins to 
question Antoine about interpreting her role: 
LA JEUNE COI-13DIEN1TE.. Je ne le comprends pas tres bien. Elle 
rev.tent au moment de l'enterrement, mais elle avait pour-
tant quitt~ Antoine quelque temps auparavant pour se 
marier? 
A.NTOil'iE. Oui. 
LA JEtJHE CCHEDIENNE. .Elle ne 1 1aL"llait plus? Ce n 1est pas 
tres nettement dit dans la piece. 
AllTOTI~E. SI. Elle 1 1a:inait. 
LA JEUNE CQI.SDIENNE .. Et lui? 
AllTOTIIB.. 11 ·1 1a:inait aussi. 
LA JEU1~E COH:ZDIEN1rE.. Alors. pourquoi se sont-ils quitt~s? 
AllTOilIB.. C1est une des parts- d'onbre de ma pi~ce.. J 1a:imerais 
3 -Surer, p. 296. 
4Harvey, p. 174; Pron.~o, Po 137; Surer, p. ·295. 
qu'on se le de~ande. Je me le deTJ.ande bien, moi! 
LA JEUIIE COEEDIENNE. Je crois que pour bien jouer ce role, 
:il faudrait pourtant que je sache pourquoi elle a decide 
ou accepte de partir? 
AUTCI!lE. Ces comediens qui veulent touj om•s tout savoir! 
Et encore, en France, ce n1est rien. Vous savez qu 1en 
Allem.angne on ne peut pas leur faire lever le petit 
doigt sans leur faire une conference? (Il redevient 
grave et dit soudain sourdeEent.) Peut~tre s 1est-elle 
apercuequ 1Antoine n'avait janais et~ capable de vivre--
qu'il avait invente sa vie et les personnages de sa 
vie co:rrme ses pi~ces et en m~me temps,--et qu 1elle 
n1 etait qu 1un signe; cont:le les autres dans le r~ve 
de cet hom."ne endormi. Ce jour-la, elle a fui, comrne 
un petit ani.I!!al sauvage qui sent l'odeur de la mort. 
(Act III, pp. 135-137) 
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This is the girl to whom Antoine has said earlier, con-
cerning her role: "Vous -etes 1 1anour, le vrai. 11 {Act III, p. 135.) 
We cann.ot help but. be reminded of Antoine 1 s speech to An~mone and 
realize that this love is elusive. 
Antoine and La Jeune Comedienne play a very touching scene 
in which we gradually realize that they have shifted subtly from a 
conversation about characterization to a scene using lines from the 
script itself. Anouilh has used this kind of interplay between play 
and play-ldthin-the-p-lay in L'Hurluberlu (1958) and, to a very highly 
. 
refined degree, in La ~n~tition (1950), which revolves about a re-
hearsal of Vi1rivau."!1 s la Double Inconstanceo In Cher Antoine, the 
serious nature of this particular scene and the unsteady balance be-
tween illusion and reality seem to derive ~ore from Pirandello than 
from ar.y others: who have used this theatrical trick, including l-'ari-
vaux in 1£.§ Acteurs de bonne foi, 1-ioli~re in L1 L-:mrorrmtu de Versailles, 
and Shakesneare in A 1·:1.dsur.:mer Ui ::ht 1 s Drea...":l and F'Slruet. 
. - ~
The essence of the scene played betueen Antoine and La Jeune 
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Com~dienne is that she is going to leave him to marry someone she 
does not love because she has to be involved in real life~ Speak-
ing of her husband-to-be, she says to Antoine: 
Il me donnera un vrai enfant et je tiendrai en ordre une 
vraie maison~co:nme le voulait mon destin de petite pay-
sanne allemande--que tu as un instant d~rang~. Coupant 
de vraies tartines, dans du vrai pain a qua.rtre heures 
pour mon garcon que j'entcndrai rentrer de 1 1ecole, 
con.rant avec'ses galaches, sur la neige dure du chemin. 
(Act III, p. 140) 
This sort of love of life, its simple things; is rarely shovm by an 
Anouiln.ia.n. hero or heroine.. This is a "oui11 to life, despite its 
imperfections--this is what Antigone could not say. The young woman 
has told Antoine: 
J'ai ~ construire ma rca.ison moi aussi ••• La seula 
maison que j 1aurai jamais, moi. Sans toi .... Paree 
qu1il ya des choses dr$J.es ••• Tu t'en apercevras 
un jour, quand tu seras enfin devenu grand et que 
tu n 1auras plus envie de jouor ••• (Act III, p. 138) 
Their scene demonstrates' "qu 1Antoine n 1avait jamais ~te capable de 
vivre" (Act III, p. 137)--what Antoine has su5gested about himself. 
But Antoine is not alone in making this observation. Gabrielle, 
his first jilted lover, has remarked, 11Quand on joue e;ternelle!ilent. 
sur l'amour, comne Antoine, vous voyez bien qu'on aboutit dans 
le m~e d~sert.fl (Act II, ·p. 78) Also, near the end of Act III, 
when we find that the whole rehearsal business has been a flash-
back played before the original assembly of characters, the lawyer 
interpreting Antoine's despair at losing Maria, says: 
Au cours d1une vie faite de beaucoup d'illusions et d 1 incon-
sequences, elle seule lui avnit apport~ sur le tard, une 
SO.rte de r~ali t~ • • • l·::i_is ha bi tu6 C OI::."10 il 1 1 ~tai t a in-
vent er tout, de toutes pieces-sans doute ne s'en est-il 
rendu' compte qu'apr~s co~p ••• Lui qui avait racont& tant 
d 1histoires, la r6ali t6 etait u.11e chose. qui ne lui ~to.it 
pas facili~re •••. (Act III, p. 168) 
, 
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Val~rie sums up this thought later: 11Au fond," she says, 11le rnalheur 
d 1Antoine, c 1est qu 1il n1arrivait a croire que co qu 1:i.J. Lmaginait ••• n 
(Act III, p. 173} 
It is this act then that clarifies the subtitle of the play, 
/ L' A.7!lour rate. Now we know uhy the love fa:i.J.ed for Antoine, and also 
we have been told something of a love that has .. failed for Anouilh •. 
In Eurydice, Anouilh attempted to drn..~atize that life trill corrupt, 
that love will not last. Implicit from the beginning is that the 
lovers are doomed. Only by a theatrical ending is their love al-
lowed to survive-in death which is the only place for love: 11La 
mort est belle. Elle seule donne a l'amour son vrai climat. 115 That 
is the advice that Orphee tal:es. To the typical Anou:i.J.hianT hero, 
only the ideal is acceptable, non-being is ·preferable to imperfect 
life. In Qbfil: Antoine, the playwright who so loves the theatre that 
he prefers illusion to reality, art to life, figuratively drowns in 
his solipsism. And what else can we think but that Anouilh's love 
for the theatre, like Antoine's,has turned too far inward? Antoine's 
love failed because he was wrapped up in the theatre. Is it not rea-
sonable to assume that Anouilh sees a failure of his own love of the 
theatre in his :immersion in the theatre itself? There are plays about 
plays, plays within plays, role-playing, theatricalism, all of which 
~ Antoine takes to a greater extreme than ever. One of the 
characters rehearsing Antoine's play as:~s him: 11 Si vous Youlez 
5Jean Anouilh, Pi~ces noires (Paris: Calmann-L~vy, 1945), p. 500. 
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·faire n 1 importe quoi, n1importe comment, pourquoi vous Stes-vous 
adress~ a des gens de metier? Et ~ 1 abord devant qui pr~tendiez­
vous nous faire jouer cette chienlit?tt· {.Act_ III, p. 156) Antoine 1 s· 
reply is that it is for hiraself alone. However wonderful such an 
objective may bo, it is a blind alley so far as the theatre is con-
cerned. It is the route toward suicide, as surely as ·is Narcissus 1 






Hors des planche5, point de salut 




Gabriel Ma.reel once said that the last act of a play is its o'm 
judgment of itself. At the time, he was considering the artificial 
denouement of Le Voyageur rn ba.P:age. The hero of that play, Gaston, 
a veteran of World War I, has been suffering from amnesia for eighteen 
years. A kind of twentieth-century Oedipus, Gaston is seeking his: 
real identity, the truth about his past. A number of families are 
attempting to prove that he is one of them; among them is a fan:ily 
named Renaud, at whose house the action ta.~es place. Little by little, 
we are convinced that Gaston is really Jacques Renaud; Gaston, like-
wise, is apparently: convinced, but because he is repelled by the ilnage 
of himself that the Renauds give him to see, he chooses, in the end, 
to pretend that he belongs to another family where he can begin again. 
John Harvey says that the ending of this play "comes as a shock to 
most spectators who, until this noment, have not realized that Anouilh 
has been playing with them all.along."1 Leonard Pro11ko says that "the 
situation created in the play is so artificial that one is forced to 
think how impossible it is in rea:J.ity to escape both one 1 s ovm self, 
Yi.th one's own weal:nesses and innate vicious inpulses-, and the super-
imposed past of one's life. 11 2. The play, he considers, has been placed 
lHarvey, p. 18. 
2 Pronko, p. 13. 
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,. 
among Anouilh's Pi~ces noires, because nits :L~plications are pessi-
misti~n.3 despite the happy ending. In b9.sic agreement, F~rvey con-
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tends that Anouilh has purposely enphasized the artificaility of the 
ending in order to imply that ''only on the stage can man so easily 
escape his guilt.114 What Anouilh has demonstrated in Le Voyageur 
~ bagage, as in the theatrical ending of Eurydice, is Antoinets 
theorem: "Hors des planches, point de salut." (Act III, p. 143) 
When Anouilh does not offer a happy ending, he generally dramatizes, 
not t!~at there is salvation off$red in theatre, but that there is 
none in life. or . .Anouilh's pessimistic view, Gabriel r.ra.rcel. '. has: 
remarked: 1111 est regrettable de mettre un tel talent au seri!J.ce 
d 1une pens~e aussi n'gative. 115 ' 
In the fourth and final act of Cher Antoine, we see a per-
fect application of Ha.reel's principle that the last act of a play 
is its own judgment of itself. As for his concern that Anouilh 
is too pessimistic, however, the conclusion of Cher .Antoine re-
veals that our man of genius is a playful artist, sentimental, 
reconciled, somewhat sad? but still col:lfortably.able to wear the 
mask of comedy. Clearly, the ending is not totally pessimistic. 
The final act is like the fourth movenent of a great l·iozart sym-
phony that "gets·off to a cheerful start"- yet "contains more than 
a hint of the melancholy mood of many of Mozart's last works.116 
319.filQ. 
~rvey, p. 18. 
5Surer, p. 299. · 
6 l·!"artin Bernstein, "1Tolfgang Amacie.us Eozart," An Introduction 
to }nsic (New York: Prentice-Finll, Inc., 1955), p. 165. 
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The fourth act is not a continuation of the third act. We do indeed 
begin a new movement. There is a very cheerf'ul beginning like that, 
of Bal des Voleurs: 11 Devant le rideau ferm~ e'clate soudain une 'l-'.:a.r·-
seillaise1 jou~e sur un rythme beaucoup trop rapide qui la rend vague-
ment cocasse. 11 (Act IV, p. 177) And what is to be dramatized? Alex-
andre and Anemone, observing and commenting on a humorously elaborate 
memorial service for Antoine, are beginning to fa.11 in love. It is a 
scene that grows quite reasonably out of the rest of' the play, for the 
young couple was allowed a touching exchange of glances at the end of 
Act I, and in Act II, they.went hiking in the snow together. Admirer 
of Ha.rivau.x that he is, Anouilh has shown himself as capable as the 
eighteenth-century master in dramatizing the auakening of young lovo. 
But the ju:xtaposition of this scene with a kind of fune.ral service is 
the special work of the 11rose et noir" talent of Anouilh. 
From this scene, we move rapidly to the departur~ of the 
group of old friends, concerned with all the petty problems of get-
ting away. It is interesting to know that in an i::iterview Anouilh 
once talked about how much play-acting he was conscious o:f at fUnerals..7 
We, too, are Ina.de aware of such play-acting because, the ceremony· 
having come to an end, the dialogue here is filled with banalities. 
Still, there is a kind of beauty of life, particularly in the con-
tinuing interest that is growing between Anf1none and Alexandre. 
FinallJ; the la-i:zyer, following Antoine's instructions, is clos-
ing up the house. Ee tells of Antoine's special love for the ending 
of a play by Chekhov, The Cherry Orchard: (written in 1904), where the 
?Harvey, p. 52. 
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old family house that has had to be sold is closed up and tho old 
/\ . 
ser-..rant, "1 1ame de la maison," is left inside.(Act IV, p. 190) .The 
lawyer, then having closed all tho shutters:, leaves with the last of 
the group.. The stage is empty, but we hoar echoes of the dialogue: 
a dozen or so short speeches, not intrinsically significant, but . 
the repeated banalities somehow gain significance. There is a rare 
beauty in this lightly melancholy, rather musical touch, and there 
is a particular significance, humorous and even opt:inistic, in the 
repetition of this exchange: 
LA VOIX D 1 ALEX..~IDRE .. Ah! que c1 est anmsant de vivrel 
Vous ne trouvez pas qu 1on a de la chance? 
LA VOIX D'AiJEEONE. De la chance, pourquoi? 
LA VOIX D1ALEXAHDRZ •. D 1 ~tra venus au m~e enterrement 
(Act IV, p. 193) 
.... 
The echoing dialogue in the empty house works as a l:ind of imitation 
of what Chekhov did in The Cherr:z: Orchard, but it is still original, 
dramatizing the importance of menory and providing the necessary 
coda to a musicaL1y organized work. 
We know that Anouilh has had an abiding interest in music. 
Often a nmsician, like Orphee or Frantz in La Sauvage, is an impor-
tant figure in a play. There is music by l·!i.lhaud for Bal des :'.!2-
leurs, by Poulenc for L~ocadia, as well as scores by Drur.ase for La 
Petite Koli~re- and by Parys for L10rchestre; and music by Hilhaud 
is used to underscore the artificial ending of Le 7ovageur ~ 
bagage.8 Also, Harvey tells that Anouilh was quite enthusiastic 
$Ibid., p. 152. 
1 • . 
about writing for the opera after hearing tho operatic version of his 
· Color.:be by Da.mase. 9 
It seems not so unusual then to eA-pect a certain musicality 
in Cher Antoine. That the entire play ~s lilrn a Mozart symphony is 
suggested by several facts. In a very i.~portant st~tement at the 
end of Act II, Antoine is compared to Mozart. It should be remembered, 
too, that Antoine's chateau is located in Mozart country, probably 
somewhere between 1!.unich and Salzburg. The first and second acts, 
it has been pointed out in earlier chapters, have a kind of parallel 
time-sequenc~ structure. One could almost see in them a parallel 
sonata-form structure reminiscent of the sonata-form of the first 
two movements of Hozart 1s G Minor Symphony. The third act, particular-
ly in the rehearsal of Act I, is quite comparable to the most playful, 
bright movement of the symphony, and the last act, as we have noted, 
is the one that seems to give us the clue to the musical form of 
the whole play. Both Anouilh's play and a Mozart symphony can be 
characterized by their interesting dialogue, their intermingling of 
the happy and the. melancholy, and a rich counterpoint, which is "like 
a variety of symbols or illustrations of the same idea; but they are 
peculiarly reinforcing, as they are simultaneous, and harmonious in 
the bea~ty of their union."10 In the final analysis, it is the 
themes that tie the play together into a unit rather than the con-
tinuity of the action, much as a r::rusical cora?osition is unified. 
9rbid., p. 156 .. 
lOPhilip H. Goepp, 11Eozart," Gren.t ~for'.rn of Et1sic ( s~nhonies 
and their Eeaning), (New York: Garden City Publishing Co., Inc., 1925), 
I, 79 .. 
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Nevertheless, it is -0no thing for a musical style such as 
Mozart's to be 11drarnatic11ll; it is another, for drama to be musical. 
We may be able to agree that good drama needs to be influenced to a 
degree by the form of music and language of poetry. But drama is not 
to be pure music or pure poetry.. Uo matter how s't1ccessf'ul such an 
effort.may be in one or two plays, that direction, like that of the 
Theatre of the Absurd and Samuel Beckett's latest thirty-second . 
Br~, seems to lead down what John Gassner has called "the blind 
alley of 'theatre as an end in itself. 1 nl2 After all, drani..a as 
music can never be better than music as r.rusic, and anti-theatre, 
which takes theatre as its subject, can only be realized in a limited 
number of ways. Theatre as the subject of theatre has been seen in 
,Qh£!: Antoine as an unfortunate road to follow: Antoine is dead, by 
suicide. 
Antoine is dead, but the theatre is not dead. Antoine is 
dead, but the son he never knew as his own encoUnters love at the 
. 
"ente!'rement. 11 Thus, the fourth act represents- a kind of affirmation. 
:not only is there the strong promise of love, there is also tan: of a 
neYly emerging theatre: Cravatar says, "Il y a un.movement extraordi-
.naire qui sa dessine. 11· (Act IV, pp. 186, 192}, Moreover, Antoine's= 
lo.nging to have written something like Chekhov's Tho Cherr;c Orchard 
is noteworthy in this regard. First of all, the old seryant in the 
Chekhov play, locked in the house at the end of the play, is left to 
llnouglas Hoore, "The Classic 3ra, 11 D:QD t·:SdriRa~ !ill Nodern 
Nusic {Neu Yor'.': 11.~1 •. Norton and Co., Inc., 1942), p. 131. 
12John Gassner, Forn. and Idea in 1-'.od.ern T~ec.tre (New York: 
Dryden Pre3s 1 1956), p. 149, quoted in' Earvey, p. 3. 
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say.: "Lifer has gone by as if I'd never lived. 1113 Certainly that is 
the realization of the playwright Antoine whose soul lingers in the 
loc~ed-up Bavarian chateau. Secondly, Anouilh attempts to model the 
ending on the Chekhov ending, as if' to say that Antoine's unachieved 
goal is one that he shared. Of course, the affirmation of the fourth 
act represents a negation of much of the material of Anouilh's plays--
it is a 11yes 11 to life and it is a realization that life is the place 
for love. Despite the poetry of the Chekhovian scene at the end of 
~ Antoine, Chekhov's theatre is a theatre based on life rather than 
on art or on theatre itself, described by Cravatar in Act II as plays 
made 11avec des banalit~s .. !1 (Act II, p. 115) 
We behold then the paradox of Cher Antoine. If there is no 
salvation outside the theatre, there is no enduring theatre outside 
life. The salvation of the theatre is in life. 
Not lor;g ago, Anouilh caID.e to the support of a young author, 
Jean-Louis Roncoroni, whose play, Le Ter.J.Ps des Cerises, had been 
badly received by critics: 
C'est avec des sentiments tr~s clairs et un langaee tr~s 
simple traits avec des barmoniques ~yst~rieuses ~ la Tch~·~ 
khov,1 1histoire d 1un couple qui court apres le sou7enir 
de son amour mort dans une petite ville de Provence ou 
tout le monde, d 1Utl3facon plus on mains cocasse, attend 
con:~e lui quelque chose--le telf.s des cerises--qui ne 
reYiendra probablement jama.is. 
Critical of the 11 conformisme" of the avant-garde theatre which he sees 
13Antcn Chekhov, Tre Cherrz Orchard (trans. George Calderon) 
in Twentx-Five Modern Plavs (ed .. s. Earion Tuc:'-:er and Alan s. Downer), 
{New York: Harper ar.d Br.others, 1?53), p. 292. 
14Jean Anouilh, 11 D1un Jeune Conformisr;:e," in Pol· ilandror.::r.1e, 
Un Auteur et~ personnases (Paris: La Table Ronde, 1965) 1 o. 216. 
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in a way as ha\ring blocked the success of Roncoroni's play, he prophe-
: sies, in line with what we may call the self-criticism and the prophe-
cy of Cher Antoine: 
Dans dix ans on red6couvrira 1 1amour--ce vieux ressort 
h . . ,, . t/ d1 • ' ' 1 . il . t . lk"'la.1n qui a rosis o eJa a que ques civ isa ions, coDI::i.e 
un theme valablo et susceptible d'infiniment plus de vari-
ations que la constat.ation uniforme de l'absurdite de la 
condition humaine (dont les bons esprits de 1 1 antiquit~ se 
doutaient deja), qui sait, peut-~tre ~me les parfums forts 
de 1 1honneur, et quelqu 1un nous refera u~ .Qig--ot pour la 
forn:e le discours de th~-atre, ce vieux true oui a tenu 
trois mille ans, que n'ont m~pris~ ni Sophocie, ni Shakes-
peare, ni Moli~re, COilIT.9 le moyen lo plus propre a faire 
co:mmuniquer les nuances du sentinent de 1 1auteur a cet 
~tre sensible, myst6rieux et toujours un peu monstru.eux 
qu 1est une salle pleine.15 




• " 0 .~ Aucun de nous n'~tait assez fort 1 pour la d~cider ~ vivre ••• 11 
lJean Anouilh, Antigone (Paris: La Table Ronde, 1945), 
pp. 101-102. 
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~ Antoine £:!:! l'.Amour rat~, Jean Anouilh's most recent play, 
has lent itself well to close examination. Not only does it have a. 
light surface of witty, sharp dialogue and intriguing situations, 
but it explores a rare depth of psychological and literary interest. 
We have seen that it is a beautifully structured work, playfully con-
trived in the unusual manner befitting the author of "rose et noir" 
plays. In subject matter--the theatre itself, and in theme~the 
failure of love, it is likewise a work that bears the stamp of its 
author. What has been of particular interest to us is the discovery 
that the dead playwright Antoine, on whom interest is focused, has a 
theatrical stance sin:.ilar to Anouilh's. Both Antoine and Anouilh 
give themselves totally to the theatre, even indicating at times 
that in theatre alone is galvation to be found. They both have a 
tendency to be repetitious in their works, they are both nourished 
in classical culture, and they share an intense love of all that 
is theatrical. 
Despite Anouilh's amazi~g talent to sustain interest in this 
play by means of clever dialogue and anusing or intri~~ing situations, 
he appears to be critical of the play itself by being critical of 
Antoine, who is seen in rnai:iy ·ways as its author. There is no doubt 




amouht of fun and a generous use of light touches. The conclusion 
reached about Antoine in the play is that he was so in love with the 
theatre that he lost life and love: he could believe in only what he 
irnagined--life for him was replaced by theatre. Not surprisingly, this 
judgment of Antoine applies to Anouilh's theatre which is indeed too 
self-conscious, and we have seen this self-consciousness· in its ex-
treme form in Cher Antoine. 
Since 1931, Anouilh has written a pla~ or two every year or 
so until the early sixties. Now, after a lapse of a ntll!lber of years, 
he has chosen to reflect upon his career and make an evaluation. Were 
we not avrare of the self-critical side of Anouilh's characters, it 
would soem extraordinary indeed that the author should be able to 
per.form such a task, especially when such self-criticism turns self-
condemnatory. lihat is really quite astonishing is that a playwright 
of Anouilh's stature, whose reputation is well-established, whose 
talent is widely acknowledged, should at this point seem to be set-
ting a new course for himself, away from theatricalism and away from 
the kind of hero who prefers death to a life that is less than ideal. 
The ending of Crer Antoine is the promise of that new direction. 
The final act, in spit~ of its reminiscences, actually be-
cause of its· re:r:iiniscences, is forward-looi~ing. The reniniscences· 
of banalities dramatize a. beauty of life-beautiful ecren because of 
its pettinessesand mperfections. There is humor,,there is sad-· 
ness, but it is the humor and sadness of life. And this conclusion 
is not a tac:rnd-on theatrical conclusion that gives the false ap-
pearance of rosiness li}{:e that of Le Vova.izeur rn ba~age or Eurydice. 
It is not an ending that is only possible in the theatre like the 
out-of-time sequence coronation scene at the end of L'Alouette. 
The final scene of Cher Antoine grovrs out of the play as a uhole. 
We have been prepared for the awakening to life and love of Alex-
andre and An~mone, brought together by Antoine's death. It is a 
new love that has been brought into being through Antoine's "amour 
rat6. 11 
Of Anouilh's Antigone, Cr6on lamented that no one was strong 
enough to convince her to liYo. Antoine,too, could not be convinced, 
and that is where the difference now lies between Antoine and Anouilh. 
While Chor Antoine shows a certain regret about what Anouilh sees as 
the shortcomings of his plays, 'its conclusion does not represent a 
pessimistic view Of life. Inde.ed, the view of life is almost Gir3.ldu-
cian, li.l:e that of the Ha.dwoman of Chaillot who spea1rn so heroically 
about life to the young nan she thinks is attempting suicide. It is 
appropriate to consider this Giralducian twist, for Giraudoux has long 
been one of Anouilh's models, inspiring him particularly in poetical 
2 language. Now that Anouilh is sixty yea.rs old, perhaps it is time 
that he should reveal a love of life similar to Giraudoux's. Perhaps 
we can see Giraudoux as an inspiration in another way, too. Antoine, 
we rem.ember, was aware that Shakespeare and Holi~re had ceased to write 
by the tine they were fifty. Yet Shaw, Giraudoux, and Claudel, idolized 
by Anouilh as a young man,3 are all aut~ors w'.:o continued to_ write ·. 
2 11Poetry and fanci.f'ulness ••• were Giraudoux's gifts to Anouilh.n. 
·Harvey, p. 172. 
311Vers 1928 je portais bien Claudel dans mon coeur, Pirandello 
et Shaw ecornes dans mes poches. 11 Jean Anouilh, 11a Giraudoux, 11 in Van-
dromme, p. 167. 
and retained their masterful touches in old age. Cher Antoine . 
promises that Anouilh will follow their _example. His love for 
,/ 
the theatre will not be an ttAmour rate. 11 
1+9 
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